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Abstract

Background: Stuttering and word-finding difficulty (WFD) are two types of communication difficulty that occur frequently in children who learn English as an Additional Language (EAL), as well as those who only speak English. The two disorders require different, specific forms of intervention. Prior research has described the symptoms of each type of difficulty. This report describes the development of a non-word repetition test (UNWR), applicable across languages that was validated by comparing groups of children identified by their speech and language symptoms as having either stuttering or WFD.

Aims: The study aimed to evaluate whether non-word repetition scores using the UNWR test distinguished between children who stutter and those who have a WFD, irrespective of the children’s first language.

Procedures: UNWR was administered to 96 4-5 year old children attending UK schools (20.83% of whom had EAL). The children’s speech samples in English were assessed for symptoms of stuttering and WFD. UNWR scores were calculated.

Outcomes and Results: Regression models were fitted to establish whether language group (English only/EAL) and symptoms of: (1) stuttering; and (2) WFD, predicted UNWR scores. Stuttering symptoms predicted UNWR, whereas WFD did not. These two findings suggest that UNWR scores dissociate stuttering from WFD. There were no differences between monolingual English-speakers and children who had EAL.

Conclusions and implications: UNWR scores distinguish between stuttering and WFD irrespective of language(s) spoken allowing future evaluation of a range of languages in clinics or schools.
Identification of Fluency and Word-Finding Difficulty in Samples of Children with Diverse Language Backgrounds

Not all disruptions to speech fluency are an indication of stuttering. For instance, children who are not fluent in the test language can experience word-finding difficulty (WFD) which can lead to repetition of whole monosyllable words (WWR) whilst a child tries to retrieve a word, (Clark & Clark, 1972; Fathman, 1980; MacWhinney & Osser, 1977). Although WFD impedes the forward flow of speech, it is a vocabulary, not a fluency problem. Therefore, it is desirable to have test formats that can separate fluency difficulty and WFD.

WFD can happen in monolingual children, but it is not exclusive to them as children with English as an Additional Language (CwEAL) often experience WFD as well. In UK schools there are more than one million CwEAL, with in excess of 600 alternative languages spoken. Also, the numbers of infant school CwEAL in England is growing with a reported increase between 1997 and 2013 from 7.8% to 18.1% according to the National Association for Language Development in the Curriculum, (NALDIC, 2013).

Children with fluency difficulties show NWR deficits (Anderson & Wagovich, 2010; Bakhtiar, Ali & Sadegh, 2007; Hakim & Bernstein Ratner, 2004) whilst there is no evidence that children with WFD show such deficits. This observation suggests that NWR tests could dissociate children with fluency difficulty from those with WFD in samples of children with diverse language backgrounds. However, to date, it has not been possible to test the predictions that NWR should be affected when there is fluency difficulty, but not when there is WFD in diverse language-background samples because NWR tests favour the language for which they were developed (Masoura & Gathercole, 1999; Windsor, Kohnert, Lobitz & Pham, 2010). Consequently, if an English NWR test was used in a country where English is the native language, CwEAL would show deficits that could be mistakenly interpreted as indications of fluency difficulty.

A new NWR test (the “Universal” NWR (UNWR) test) was designed for 20 languages (including English) commonly spoken in UK schools. To date, UNWR has been evaluated for the 20 languages by consulting native users of each language, and has been comprehensively evaluated using computational techniques for the five languages used in the current study. Based on past literature, it was predicted that children with fluency difficulty (indicated by high rates of word fragmentation) would have problems with NWR whatever language they spoke. It was also predicted that NWR performance should not be affected when a child has a high rate of WWR alone because this pattern indicates WFD. This prediction applies both to children with English Only (CwEO) and CwEAL. The predictions about NWR were tested on a sample of children with diverse language backgrounds whose speech had been assessed for fluency difficulty and WFD.

Next, literature is summarized that identified the symptoms to use as indications of fluency difficulty and work that shows that high rates of WWR alone are indications of WFD rather than fluency difficulty. Then work is reviewed that reports that children with fluency difficulty show poor NWR performance but CwEAL do not. Finally, features taken into consideration in the design of UNWR are presented.

Symptoms Indicative of Fluency Difficulty and the Role of WWR

According to Brocklehurst (2013) and Wingate (2001), WWR are not symptoms that indicate fluency difficulty. Support for this observation is that the most widely-used instrument for
assessing fluency, Riley’s (2009) Stuttering Severity Instrument (SSI), does not include them but uses symptoms that involve word-fragmentation (e.g. prolongation, part-word repetition or word break) instead. Other support for the view that WWR are not indications of fluency difficulty is reviewed in Howell (2010). Subsequently Jiang, Lu, Peng, Zhu and Howell (2012) examined whether or not WWR should be grouped with the fragmentary symptoms of fluency difficulty. People who stuttered heard an incomplete sentence, which they completed whilst lying in an MRI scanner. Each trial was classified according to any symptoms of non-fluency that occurred, and the associated brain activation patterns for different types of non-fluencies were examined. The trials where there had been fragmentary dysfluencies activated different areas of the brain from those where there were other common non-fluencies not associated with fluency difficulty (multi-syllable word repetitions, phrase repetitions and pauses). The brain activation patterns from trials where there had been a WWR were then automatically assigned to either the fragmentary or the common non-fluency class. The patterns that occurred in WWR were placed with the common non-fluencies, supporting the view that they are not symptoms of fluency difficulty.

The symptom measure used in SSI (% syllables with fragmentary dysfluencies/all syllables, %SS) distinguishes those 4-5 year old children who do and do not have fluency difficulty (Howell, 2013; Mirawdeli & Howell, 2016). Identification of fluency difficulty using fragmentary symptoms worked even when samples contained approximately 40% CwEAL (Mirawdeli & Howell, 2016). Howell’s (2013) procedure does not classify children with high rates of WWR as having fluency difficulty. If WWR had been included as symptoms of fluency difficulty, symptom rate would have been approximately 25% higher (Yairi & Ambrose, 2005), more children’s symptom counts would have exceeded the threshold, and some children could have been misclassified as having fluency difficulty. The prediction that inclusion of WWR in symptom counts would result in false alarms about fluency difficulty was confirmed by Howell (2013) who showed that models to identify children who stuttered that included WWR along with fragmentary symptoms had lower sensitivity and specificity than models that excluded them.

Howell’s (2013) procedure allows the WWR symptoms to be used to indicate WFD. Consistent with this, WWRs are used as fillers when words are not known (Bada, 2010; Clark & Clark, 1972; MacWhinney & Osser, 1977) and high rates of WWR symptoms alone are indicative of WFD (Bergmann, Sprenger & Schmid, 2015; Fathman, 1980; Fox, Hayashi & Jasperson, 1996; German, 1991; Hilton, 2008). Moreover, WWR rate indicates WFD irrespective of a child’s language background (Lennon, 1990; Rydland, & Aukrust, 2005). Hence, the proposal to separate off children with fluency difficulty using %SS and then to use rate of WWR in the remainder as an indication of WFD should be applicable to CwEAL as well as CwEO. Although the 40% CwEAL in Mirawdeli and Howell (2016) had high rates of WWR because of WFD, they were not misclassified as having fluency difficulty in comparison to teachers’ indications.

**NWR Performance in Children with Fluency Difficulty and WFD**

Non-word repetition (NWR) performance could be used to validate the symptom-based approach in samples where there is diversity in language backgrounds. NWR performance is affected when a child has fluency difficulty (Anderson & Wagovich, 2010; Bakhtiar et al., 2007; Hakim & Bernstein Ratner, 2004). These studies have reported repetition of two-, and three-syllable
non-words is poorer in children who stutter relative to fluent control children probably because of impaired phonological processing (Gathercole, Willis, Baddeley & Emslie, 1994).

Also, in the UK, whilst NWR performance should be sensitive to fluency difficulties, it should not be affected when there is WFD in CwEAL. They often have to produce phoneme sequences in English words that they are not familiar with and this makes similar demands to NWR (Bialystok, Majumder & Martin, 2003). The same should apply to CwEO who have WFD if the problem is due to poor vocabulary (Ellis Weismer, Tomblin, Zhang, Buckwalter, Chyneweth & Jones, 2000). Consistent with this position, no studies reporting NWR deficits in children with WFD were returned in literature searches. In summary, NWR performance is: 1) an indication of fluency difficulty; 2) not impaired if children only have WFD; and 3) at least as good for fluent CwEAL as it is for fluent CwEO.

Design Requirements of UNWR

Masoura and Gathercole (1999) reported that Greek children who learned English at school performed better on a Greek than an English NWR test. Also, Windsor et al. (2010) showed that children whose first language was Spanish were more accurate than CwEO on a Spanish NWR test, but the opposite was true when an English NWR test was used. Therefore, NWR tasks designed for one language cannot be applied to other languages and a task that applies to more than one language is required when NWR ability is assessed in heterogeneous language samples. To provide such a test, a common core of syllabic phonotactic constraints was identified that apply to the languages spoken by the children who were tested. Non-words generated according to these constraints are phonologically well-formed for all these languages and are appropriate for testing children who speak any of the targeted languages.

UNWR tests non-words that are between two and five syllables in length. Tests that are used in schools need to be short (to minimize disruptions to children’s learning time). To keep UNWR brief, the number of non-words at each syllable length was set at seven. A child had to get all seven items correct to progress to the next syllable length ($p < .05$, by Sign test). UNWR has to be straightforward to administer so that teachers can conduct it rather than employing outside professionals. Equipment requirements should be minimal, again for reasons of efficiency. Consequently, Conti-Ramsden, Botting and Faragher’s (2001) procedure was adopted, where the experimenter spoke the material. These considerations led to differences between the UNWR and Gathercole et al.’s (1994) Child test of NWR (CNRep) which is widely used to test English-speaking children. CNRep has ten non-words per syllable length, delivers all syllable lengths to a child irrespective of performance on shorter non-words and works from recordings.

UK schools insist that testing is conducted in English as they do not have the staff to deal with all the languages they encounter (NALDIC, 2013) and teaching English is a focal educational goal. Together these considerations make UNWR a brief, easily administered test that can be used to assess all children who speak one of the 20 languages.

The UNWR non-words were checked to ensure they were not words in any of the other languages (by native respondents for all 20 languages and computationally using lexicons for the five languages used in this study). Non-words were also checked for word-likeness for the five targeted languages. Non-words that obey the phonotactic constraints of an individual’s native language are high in word-likeness and this influences accuracy of repetition (Dollaghan, Biber & Campbell, 1995; Gathercole, 1995; Munson, Edwards & Beckman, 2005). Luce’s (1986)
neighbourhood density measure was used to determine how many phonologically-similar words there are to a target non-word.

**Current Study**

Short samples of speech were used to determine participants’ degree of fluency difficulty and degree of WFD (%SS, and %WWR instances out of all syllables, respectively). Multiple regression analyses were conducted that tested whether: 1) %SS and language group (CwEO versus CwEAL) were predictors of UNWR; 2) %WWR and language group were predictors of UNWR; and 3) whether UNWR scores varied across languages. The corresponding predictions based on Howell (2013) were: 1) %SS should predict UNWR; 2) %WWR should not predict UNWR; 3) UNWR should not favour any of the languages and, therefore, it should be immune to differences in English language ability of the CwEAL. Therefore, language group was not expected to be a significant predictor in any regression. The children were also tested on CNRep for comparison with UNWR.

**Method**

**Participants**

All children from reception classes in five mainstream primary schools were tested (three in the London borough of Merton and two in Ipswich. Ipswich had a population of 133,400 in 2014, of which 82.9% were White British (https://www.ipswich.gov.uk/sites/default/files/State%20of%20Ipswich%20AMReport%20(v1%201)%202014.pdf). Ipswich Borough Council’s Annual Monitoring Report (2014) indicated that the average weekly pay for men in Ipswich was £456. This was lower than that of England overall (£513). Approximately a quarter of the Ipswich population (26.6%) lived in the most deprived conditions in England (https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/68711/1871208.pdf). The population of Merton was 199,700 in 2015 and 75.0% of the population were white British (http://www.merton.gov.uk/jsna_summary_document_2015_final.pdf). The median gross weekly pay in Merton was £535.50, which was fourteenth out of 32 London boroughs (Merton Borough Council, 2015). Based on these statistics, both regions are in mid to low socio-economic areas.

None of the children had neurological deficits. Language spoken was reported by the schools. Thirteen children were excluded because they spoke a language not in the set of 20 UNWR languages and 18 more were excluded because a lexicon was not yet available for that language for checking word status and word-likeness properties computationally. Five children were excluded because their %SS was more than three standard deviations from the mean. The.17% of children outside that limit were considered outliers where random factors led to variation in %SS (e.g. a child had an emotional issue at home or at school or was starting with an illness). The remaining 96 children spoke English (79.17%), Urdu (7.29%), Polish (5.21%), Portuguese (7.29%), or Romanian (1.04%). There were 49 males (41 of whom were CwEO) and 47 females (35 of whom were CwEO). The mean age of the CwEO group was 4.49 years (SD = 0.50 years) and of the CwEAL was 4.60 years (SD = 0.50 years). This difference in age between the two groups was not statistically significant using Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction (p = 0.3730). Ethics approval was granted by UCL’s IRB, (4374/001).

**UNWR stimuli**
The UNWR stimuli varied in the number of syllables within a non-word (syllable length) and the number of consonants within a syllable. Syllable-internal complexity was varied according to two main parameters that have the same settings in all 20 target languages (English included): (i) the number of consonants in the syllable onset (one versus two) and (ii) whether or not a syllable was closed by a coda consonant. Two lower thresholds of syllabic complexity were fixed: (i) every syllable contained a vowel (some of the languages lack syllabic consonants), and (ii) every onset contained at least one consonant (some of the languages lack onset-less syllables). Two upper thresholds were also fixed: (i) onsets contained at most two consonants (some of the languages lack onset clusters larger than this), and (ii) codas contained at most one consonant (some of the languages lack complex coda clusters).

This combination of parametric settings yielded the following set of syllable template: CV (consonant+vowel) versus CCV (simple versus complex onset); CV versus CVC (open versus closed syllable). These templates were strung together to form polysyllabic non-words. Consonant clusters have two sources: (i) they occur as complex onsets (CCV), or (ii) they straddle the boundary between a closed syllable and a following onset (VC-CV). For each syllable template, all possible phone sequences were created using Python (Python Software Foundation, Beaverton, OR, USA) with the following additional constraints:

1. Twelve consonants ([p, t, k, b, d, g, f, s, m, n, r, l]) were selected. According to the UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database UPSID (Maddieson, 1984), these, account for 57.57% of consonant occurrences in the target languages and typically-developing 5- to 6-year-olds, produce 98.05% correctly (Raitano, Pennington, Tunick, Boada & Shriberg, 2004).

2. Long monophthongs and diphthongs were not permitted as UNWR vowels, since they are absent in some of the languages, (e.g. Polish). Five short vowels were selected: [i, e, a, u, o] that account for 41.46% of the vowel occurrences in the target languages (Maddieson, 1984).

3. Word stress was not indicated in the basic set of UNWR stimuli. Although all 20 target languages have stress, they differ considerably with respect to where this falls within words. Moreover there are also major differences in terms of the impact stress has on vowel quality and vowel length. UNWR abstracts away from these differences in two ways: (i) by focusing on consonant phonotactics and (ii) by allowing stress, vowel length and vowel quality to vary according to the first language of the speaker producing the non-word stimuli.

4. In view of point 3 above, another set of otherwise identical non-word stimuli was generated where all the vowels were reduced to schwa. Both the unreduced and the reduced sets of non-words were examined in the lexical checks described below, as it is possible for an unreduced non-word to be a real word in the reduced form.

5. The first consonant of an onset cluster was always an obstruent ([p, t, k, b, d, g, f]) and the second always a liquid ([r, l]), except that neither [t] nor [d] were followed by [l] ([tl, dl] onsets are barred in all 20 languages). Only these initial clusters are permitted by all 20 languages (Harris, 1994).

6. Word-final consonants could only be [p, t, k, m, n]. All cross-syllable consonant clusters (i.e. C.C in […]VC.CV[…] were restricted to a coda nasal [m, n] followed by an onset plosive of the same place of articulation (e.g. [mb, mp, nt, nd]). These constraints were implemented to reflect the heavy restrictions that some of the target languages impose on what consonants can appear in a coda (Harris, 1994).

7. [s] was only used as a singleton and not in initial clusters. Not all of the languages allow [s] plus consonant to occur word-initially. Also, there is evidence that [s] in initial clusters
is not integrated into the following onset and that medial [s]C clusters are always syllabified with the [s] in the coda rather than the following onset (Harris, 1994).

Non-word candidates were selected for each syllable length as follows. First, all permitted syllable combinations which could serve as templates (e.g., [CV.CV] for two-syllable combinations) were created for each syllable length, and 100 of these templates per syllable length were selected at random. Second, consonant and vowel phones were selected randomly, apart from the above constraints, and entered into the template for each syllable length. Third, individual syllables were combined. The stimulus set featuring vowel reduction was generated by converting all vowels to schwa. The phonetic transcriptions in Table 1 show the difference between two versions of UNWR: a language-independent (‘universal’) form in which stress, vowel length and reduction are absent and an English implementation in which these properties are present.

----------------------

| Table 1 about here |

----------------------

**Computational checks that UNWR non-words are not words in any of the five languages and evaluation of word-likeness of UNWR and CNRep stimuli**

**Phonemic Lexicons**

Each UNWR non-word was checked to ensure that the candidate string was not a word in any of the five languages for the full and reduced forms. Subtitle-based lexicons (SUBTLEX) that employ TV/film subtitles to identify words in the languages and their frequencies were employed (New, Brysbaert, Veronis & Pallier, 2007). SUBTLEX predict performance variables like reaction times in lexical decision tasks well. SUBTLEX-UK (van Heuven, Mandera, Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2014), SUBTLEX-PL (Mandera, Keuleers, Wodniecka, & Brysbaert, 2014) and SUBTLEX-PT (Soares et al., 2014) were used for British English, Polish ad European Portuguese respectively.

A Romanian lexicon (SUBTLEX-RO) was custom-built for this study using a similar procedure to that applied to Brazilian Portuguese (Tang, 2012) except that deduplication was not done for SUBTLEX-RO. Deduplication removes multiple translations of the same film/TV episode and avoids potential inflation of word frequency of words that occur in the duplicated material. However, there is no evidence that this is the case.

Urdu is phonologically almost indistinguishable from Hindi (Masica, 1991) (there are differences with respect to loanwords in each language). Hindi was used as a proxy for Urdu as there was no material for building a lexicon for Urdu. Hindi Wikipedia (2014) articles were used to create the Urdu/Hindi lexicon. Encyclopedia articles may reduce validity as they overestimate the frequency of words that are used in formal settings and underestimate the frequency of words used in conversations.

**Pre-processing (pruning and phonetic transcription).** Table 2, column three shows that the number of tokens and types ranged across the lexicons from 21.6 million words (Urdu/Hindi) to 237.1 million words (SUBTLEX-RO). The number of word types depends on
the size of corpora (more word types tend to be found in large corpora), which would affect word-likeness. Rare words were removed to offset any bias caused by differences in tokens and types across the five languages by excluding words that occurred in fewer than three contexts. For the subtitle corpora, each subtitle text was a context, while for the Urdu/Hindi Wikipedia corpus, each article was a context.

Table 2 about here

Phonemic lexicons were created next. Pronunciation sources to convert from orthographic to phonemic form were available for British English, European Portuguese and Romanian (sources are in column five of Table 2). Any words that were not in the corresponding dictionaries were converted using a Grapheme to Phoneme converter that used the corresponding pronunciation resource as training data (Jiampojamarn, Cherry & Kondrak, 2010). Polish was converted by a customized rule-based method since the orthographic system of Polish is phonemically regular. Urdu/Hindi was transcribed using the eSpeak (2013) text-to-speech toolkit that converts orthographic forms to IPA forms using rules and dictionary conversions. The pronunciation sources varied in the amount of detail given. However, conversion into phonemic form normalized any such differences across the languages. Column six of Table 2 gives the source of phonemic analysis for each language.

Word-likeness

Luce’s (1986) phoneme edit metric was used to determine the number of phonologically-similar words there are to a target. A target non-word has a word as a neighbour if that word results when a single operation at a phonemic level is made. The operations are insertion, deletion or substitution of a phoneme, and these are made at all positions in the target phone string. The measure indicates the number of words differing by a single phoneme from the target non-word.

The word-likeness estimate of the target non-word was the total number of word neighbours found after all operations were applied (the more neighbours, the higher the word-likeness). Each non-word was checked against all the words in the lexicons of the five languages using Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966).

Using full non-word target transcriptions to compute word-likeness scores weights vowel and consonant phone changes equally. Vowels vary more across languages than do consonants and this can impact on the number of neighbours the same non-word has in different languages. Vowels were reduced to schwa (the reduced set) and word-likeness scores were recalculated. This normalized comparisons across languages that have different numbers of vowels, avoided problems that arise because vowels have different qualities across the languages and gave vowels less weight than consonants when determining word neighbours of non-word strings. Word-likeness scores were computed for the two non-word repetition sets (UNWR versus CNRep), two types of vowel information (full versus. reduced), four syllable lengths (length ranged from two to five syllables in UNWR and CNRep) and the five selected languages.

Procedure
Children were tested individually in a quiet room in a 15-minute session, which was audiotaped on a Zoom H4n recorder using an X/Y stereo microphone. A speech sample was elicited using probe questions and Riley’s (2009) picture material. The mean length of the samples was 333.21 syllables. Finally, the two NWR tests were performed. The order of presentation of UNWR and CNRep was counterbalanced across children. Children were told prior to the non-word tests that they would hear made-up words that they should repeat. For UNWR, the non-words were spoken by a female experimenter using English stress patterns (Table 1). Two- and three-syllable items had strong-weak and strong-weak-weak patterns respectively. The stress pattern for four- and five-syllable English words varied (their stress patterns are indicated in Table 1). The stress patterns for CNRep stimuli are given in Table 3 (Gathercole et al., 1994). Each NWR test began with the two-syllable stimuli, and syllable lengths were increased successively. Three stimuli per syllable-length were used as practice material. The seven test stimuli for a particular syllable length were randomized. Each child was allowed as much time as was necessary to respond after each non-word was presented. The accuracy of the child’s production was evaluated as each word was tested. When evaluating a child’s repetition of a UNWR stimulus, only consonants were scored; any differences in stress, vowel length or quality were ignored. All stimuli at a given syllable length were tested even when a child made an error, but a child only progressed to the next syllable length when all seven non-word stimuli at the present syllable length were correct. The total score for UNWR and CNRep was the number of non-words that were correct across all syllable lengths that were attempted.

Analysis and Reliability Estimates

The spontaneous speech samples were analyzed to obtain %SS (Riley, 2009). For %WWR, all the repetitions on the monosyllabic word were counted as a single non-fluent event, which is how Riley (2009) treated SS. The total syllable count was adjusted by deducting the number of WWR repeats from the total syllable count in the %SS analysis in which each repeated word was counted. %WWR was the percentage of WWR non-fluent events out of all syllables.

The speech recordings were reanalyzed for %SS and %WWR so that intra- and inter-judge reliability could be calculated. For intra-judge reliability the original judge reassessed 10 randomly-selected samples. Agreement about non-fluent events for the 10 samples varied between 87 and 95% for %SS and between 90 and 95% for %WWR. All $\kappa$ coefficients were above .75, “excellent” according to Fleiss (1971). For inter-judge reliability, a second judge estimated %SS and %WWR on ten randomly-selected children’s speech samples. Agreement, calculated as above, across the judges for the ten samples varied between 81 and 90% for %SS and between 85 and 92% for %WWR. All $\kappa$ coefficients were again above .75.

Ten UNWR and ten CNRep tests were reassessed by the same judge and by a second judge. Inter- and intra-judge reliability for UNWR and CNRep consonant accuracy was assessed as percentage agreement across the two overall correct scores. $\kappa$ coefficients indicated excellent agreement in all cases (Fleiss, 1971).

Results
Evaluation of whether UNWR is appropriate for equitable testing across languages and comparison with CNRep

The average number of neighbours is an index of word familiarity. Row one of Figure 1 shows the data where there was no vowel reduction: None of the UNWR non-words had any word neighbours for any of the five lexicons; Row two shows that CNRep non-words had neighbours for two-syllable non-words across all lexicons, and for three-syllable non-words for the British English lexicon and there were few neighbours for any lexicon for the four-, and five-syllable non-words. Comparison across languages showed that the CNRep stimuli had more neighbours for the English lexicon than for the non-English lexicons. The third and fourth rows in Figure 1 show the data when the vowels were reduced. Again, CNRep non-words had more neighbours than UNWR non-words and only the British English, Polish and Romanian two-syllable UNWR non-words had neighbours. Overall, CNRep had more neighbours than UNWR, particularly when non-words had few syllables. Statistical models evaluated this pattern of variation in the number of neighbours to establish whether UNWR is appropriate to assess the children who participated in the study.

Analysis of these data is complicated because 88.1% of the data points from Figure 1 had zero counts (Figure 2). Consequently, a Hurdle model (Mullahy, 1986) was used. There are two components to hurdle models: the hurdle component itself which models zero counts versus non-zero counts. A binomial distribution was used to model this component (Zeileis, Kleiber & Jackman, 2008); the truncated count component which models positive counts. A negative binomial distribution was used to model the truncated component (Zeileis et al., 2008).

In the analyses, the predictee was the neighbour counts and the predictors were as follows for both components: Repetition Set (UNWR vs. CNRep). This was dummy-coded with CNRep as the base as this is the standard NWR test used in the UK; Vowel Reduction (Reduced vs. Full). This was simple-coded with Full as the base as these are the stimuli the children heard in the UNWR test; Language (British English, Polish, European Portuguese, Romanian or Urdu-Hindi). Language was deviation-coded with British English as the base. This resulted in each of the other languages being contrasted with British English; Syllable Size (2, 3, 4, 5) was modelled as a categorical variable to avoid assuming that effects of syllable length increases are interval-spaced. It was Helmert-coded, with each subsequent level contrasted with the mean of the previous levels, e.g. three-syllable results were contrasted with two-syllable results, four syllables were contrasted with the mean of two- and three-syllable results etc.

A saturated model with fully crossed predictors (main effects and all interaction terms) was fitted first as a baseline against which improvement in subsequent models could be ascertained. This did not converge. Consequently, the model was simplified by basing the order in which factors were excluded on the hierarchy from most complex (the biggest interaction term) to least complex (single factor terms). The marginality principle was adhered to, meaning that models containing an interaction term were not allowed unless the respective main effects and all lower-order interactions with this factor were significant.

This model converged and provided separate regression terms for the count and hurdle
components. Starting with the Converged model, a series of nested model comparisons was performed using a \( \chi^2 \) likelihood ratio test (\textit{lrtest}) with \( \alpha = 0.05 \) (Zeileis & Hothorn, 2002). Retention or omission of factors was based on whether or not model fit changed significantly: A term was retained or omitted depending on whether fit reduced or improved significantly respectively. Again the principle of marginality was adhered to. A series of nested model comparisons was then performed on superset and subset model pairs. A superset model contained more regression terms than a subset model, and all the terms in a subset model had to be present in its superset model. The best-path algorithm was used for model construction where going backward (exclusion) determined whether there were multiple subset models that resulted in \( p \)-values that exceeded the \( \alpha \)-level in their nested model comparisons with the superset model. This indicated which subset model had the strongest evidence (the highest \( p \)-value). When going forward (inclusion), if there were multiple superset models that resulted in \( p \)-values below the \( \alpha \)-level in their nested model comparisons with the subset model, the superset model with the strongest evidence (the lowest \( p \)-value) was selected. The direction of comparisons was first backward (exclusion) then forward (inclusion), and this pattern was repeated until no further terms were included or excluded. The order in which terms were excluded went from the most complex (the largest interaction terms) to the least complex (single terms). The reverse was the case when terms were considered for inclusion. The process was performed for the count and hurdle components.

This procedure provides the optimal combination of the selected factors in the final prediction model (summarized in Table 4). There were main effects of Repetition Set, Vowel Reduction and Syllable Size for the count component, and of Repetition Set, Vowel Reduction, Language and Syllable Size for the hurdle component. There were no interaction terms for either component. All the predictors (\textit{Repetition Set, Vowel Reduction, Language and Syllable Size}) discussed in the descriptive analysis contributed significantly to the prediction of word-likeness except that the Syllable Size contrast \([5 \text{ vs. } \{2, 3, 4\}]\) was not significant in the count component. This suggests that the syllable size effect decreased with length (an effect only occurred up to four syllables). Language was present in the hurdle component showing that non-words were more word-like in English than the non-English languages. Language was absent in the count component, showing that non-words that have at least one neighbour were not significantly more word-like in English than non-English languages. UNWR had lower word-likeness (fewer neighbours) than did CNRep overall and for each of the five languages with either no difference (Full vowels), or small differences (Reduced vowels), across the languages. The virtual absence of a language effect on word-likeness with UNWR reduced and full stimuli allows comparison of performance across children who speak one or more of the target languages for which it has been comprehensively evaluated.

Speech Measures and Language Group as Predictors of UNWR or CNRep Scores

For the children’s performance data, mean \( \%SS \) was 3.39 (\( SD = 4.25 \)) for CwEO and 1.90 (\( SD =1.37 \)) for CwEAL. Mean \( \%WWR \) was 3.33 (\( SD = 2.53 \)) for CwEO and 2.65 (\( SD =2.88 \)) for CwEAL. CwEO tended to show higher rates of both types of difficulty than did CwEAL. The
mean %SS and %WWR were not significantly different between the EO and EAL groups by Wilcoxon tests ($p = 0.1593$ and $p = 0.1998$ respectively).

Statistical analyses employed one of the two speech measures (%SS or %WWR) and language group (EO versus EAL) to predict either UNWR or CNRep scores giving four models in total. The modelling procedure was equivalent in all cases. First a saturated model with fully crossed predictors (single factors and all interaction terms) was fitted. A series of nested model comparisons was then made using a $\chi^2$ likelihood ratio test ($\alpha = 0.05$). This showed which factors (main effects and any of their interaction terms) could be left out without model fit being affected. Only those factors left after non-significant factors were pruned were significant predictors of the respective NWR scores. 

All four continuous variables (UNWR scores, CNRep scores, %SS and %WWR) were logarithmically transformed (base 10, with Laplace smoothing), and then converted into $z$-scores. The categorical language variable was coded with contrast values of 1 and -1 for EAL and EO respectively. %SS and language group were assessed as predictors of UNWR scores in the first model. The model only included %SS as a main effect. The model is formulated as “UNWR scores $\sim$ %SS” where $\sim$ = predicted by. The fit statistics are given in the first section of Table 5 (model 1). Children who had high %SS tended to show lower UNWR scores.

The second model used %WWR and language group to predict UNWR scores. None of the factors were significant as main effects nor interactions. The model is formulated as “UNWR scores $\sim$ Intercept” and statistics are summarized in section two of Table 5.

The next two models looked at either %SS (model 3) or %WWR (model 4) along with language group as predictors of CNRep scores. None of the factors was significant as main effects nor interactions in either model. Both models are formulated as “CNRep scores $\sim$ Intercept”. The statistics for these models are labeled model 3 and model 4 in Table 5. The fit statistics for models 3 and 4 are identical because they are null models predicting the same thing – CNRep scores.

Table 5 about here

Language group and %WWR were not significant predictors in any of the models. However, %SS predicted UNWR scores ($p = 0.0044$) but not CNRep scores. Thus, a relationship between fluency difficulty (indicated by %SS) and NWR performance was only found for the UNWR test.

Given the findings from these four models, another regression was performed with both %SS and %WWR included (“UNWR scores $\sim$ %SS + %WWR”) to see if such a model predicted UNWR performance better than %SS alone. A nested model comparison showed that the model fit was significantly improved when %SS was included ($\chi^2(1) = 6.9822$, $p = 0.0082$) but not when WWR was included ($\chi^2(1) = 0.17376$, $p = 0.6664$). Therefore, WWR was dropped and the resultant model is identical to model 1 in Table 5. The hypothesis that NWR scores can discriminate between fluency difficulty and WFD may apply to CNRep for the EO children that the test was designed for. To assess this, a further model (Model 5) was fitted that only used data from the EO group. The model examined whether %SS predicted CNRep scores (“CNRep scores $\sim$ %SS”). %SS was not a significant predictor of CNRep scores and it did not significantly
improve the model fit ($\chi^2(1) = 1.3523, p = 0.2449, p > .1$), and was therefore dropped. Hence, CNRep scores was not sensitive to fluency difficulty.

**Discussion**

The proportion of CwEAL was high and a wide variety of languages were spoken in the five schools. The CwEO had a higher propensity to both fluency difficulty and WFD than the CwEAL. This may be because English is more developed in CwEO, putting them at a stage where fluency difficulties and WFD may have started, whereas CwEAL may have later onsets of both types of difficulty.

**UNWR** was shown to be appropriate for testing children who spoke the five languages as word-likeness was virtually equivalent across the languages. The relationship between speech symptom scores and UNWR and CNRep scores were evaluated in the main four statistical models. The models looked at whether %SS and %WWR, along with language status, predicted either UNWR or CNRep scores. UNWR scores were predicted by %SS, but not by %WWR. The relationship between %SS and UNWR scores confirmed hypothesis one, that UNWR provides a measure of fluency difficulty. The lack of a relationship between %WWR and UNWR scores confirmed hypothesis two, that UNWR scores were not affected when there was WFD. An ancillary analysis that included language and both %SS and %WWR as predictors showed that only %SS predicted UNWR scores, once more confirming that children with fluency difficulty, but not those with WFD, scored worse on this test. The lack of a main effect of language group in all of these regression analyses confirmed hypothesis three that UNWR is appropriate for use across the selected languages.

In the corresponding CNRep analyses, neither %SS nor %WWR were significant predictors of NWR scores (language was not significant, as with UNWR). Further analysis on CwEO alone showed that CNRep scores were not predicted by %SS. The hypothesis that NWR scores can discriminate between fluency difficulty and WFD only seems to hold with UNWR (all languages) and not for CNRep even when, as further analysis showed, CwEO were selected (for whom the test was appropriate). A possible explanation of the differences between the NWR tests is that CNRep is likely to reflect lexical influences on task performance due to the higher neighbourhood density of the non-words whereas UNWR seems to rely more on phonemic processing.

The findings that UNWR was predicted by %SS, but not %WWR are consistent with the claim that these speech symptoms separate fluency difficulty from WFD (Howell, 2013). Thus, Howell’s (2013) speech-symptom procedure was validated by the results from the UNWR test.

**Patterns of Non-Fluencies in Children with Fluency Difficulty and in CwEAL**

One explanation of the relationship between SS and UNWR is that they both reflect phonological planning whereas WWR do not (WWR are an articulatory response used to hold the floor whilst generating or reformulating the following speech output). According to MacWhinney and Osser (1977), 75% of WWR in five-year-olds occur on function-words. Their explanation was that function-word repetition allows pre-planning of upcoming utterances as opposed to them being prone to errors during production, since function words tend to be phonologically simple. Howell (2010) adapted this idea to account for different symptom patterns within phonological word (PW) units (Selkirk, 1984). PW units have a content word (C) as the obligatory nucleus and
function words (F) as optional affixes and suffixes. Howell assumed that the content-word in a PW has properties that can lead to its plan not being ready when prior words have been produced. For example, in the PW He spilt it (FCF) spilt is complex and its plan may not be ready after he has been uttered. The speaker can either: 1) repeat the prior function-word he to buy planning time which would lead to a WWR (MacWhinney & Osser, 1977); or 2) continue the utterance and rely on the remainder of the plan being completed whilst the part which is available is produced. If the plan is completed, the speech will be fluent. Otherwise fragmentary non-fluencies on the content-word would occur. In this account, WWR and the fragmentary non-fluencies are different ways of tackling the same problem, i.e. that the plan for the content-word has not been generated in time. Two factors jointly determine whether non-fluencies will arise in connected speech in this explanation: planning difficulty associated with the content-word and the articulation rate on the stretch of function words that precede the content word. If the speech prior to the content word is produced rapidly, there is pressure on when the content-word plan needs to be ready. From this perspective, WWRs are regarded as a way of effectively reducing articulation rate that influences planning indirectly whereas SS indicate that speech has been attempted based on an incomplete plan. Many young children use function-word repetition in preference to fragmentary non-fluencies and this is not a barrier to fluency whereas children who produce fragmentary non-fluencies can experience long-term fluency difficulty (Howell, 2010). Therefore, function-word repetition may allow the children to avoid fluency failure on content words.

Function-word repetition could also allow children to recover fluent speech control when there is WFD, as happens when, for instance, CwEAL do not know a word. Advancing to the content-word is not an option as the word is absent so fragmentary non-fluencies cannot arise. WWR would allow time for these children to employ alternative ways out of such blocks (Howell, 2010). For instance, a word from their native language could be used (code switching) or they could circumlocute using an alternative English word. To summarize: 1) SSs arise during planning and are an indication of fluency difficulty (Howell, 2010; Mirawdeli & Howell, 2016); 2) WWRs operate at the articulation stage, which adjusts articulation rate to allow more time for planning when there is fluency difficulty (Howell, 2010) and to allow a child with WFD time to determine an alternative formulation of the utterance (Bergmann et al., 2015; Fathman, 1980; Fox et al., 1996; Hilton, 2008).

**Why Should %SS Predict UNWR Scores whereas %WWR Does Not?**
It follows that if fluency difficulty results from planning problems (Howell, 2010), a relationship between %SS and UNWR would occur if UNWR also assays planning problems. Gathercole et al. (1994) argued that NWR is related to phonological rehearsal (which sets up plans). Evidence in support of this is that NWR scores correlate with auditory digit span in typically-developing participants (Gathercole et al., 1994; Gray, 2003; Gupta, 2003) and with performance on memory tests in neuropsychological patients (Romani, 1992). Rehearsal would be impaired in children with fluency difficulty because a plan can only be rehearsed once it has been generated and these individuals have planning impairments. Thus, the planning problem gives rise to SS and UNWR deficits in people with fluency difficulty and would offer one explanation as to why %SS predicts UNWR.

NWR performance also requires non-words to be segmented and perceived accurately (Gathercole et al., 1994). Wolk, Edwards and Conture (1993) proposed that phonological analysis is a problem for children with fluency difficulty and this could lead to fragmentary
disfluencies if these representations are involved in generation of speech plans for output. UNWR would be affected if the proposal that phonological analysis problems lead to NWR deficits (Gathercole et al., 1994) applies to individuals with fluency difficulty. Thus, if people with fluency difficulty have problems in segmentation and perceptual analysis, this would affect NWR ability and provide another route by which %SS predicts UNWR.

The account of how WWR arise, which was extended here to CwEAL, argued that this type of disruption to speech does not arise from planning problems per se. Rather WWR solve the planning problem in an indirect way by slowing prior speech rate. The lower speech rate allows more planning time that avoids fragmentary non-fluencies. WWR would not impact UNWR, which is a result of phonological planning, rather than articulation. Therefore, WWR should be independent of UNWR and would not be affected across language groups who have different levels of WFD (as was found).

**Practical Applications of UNWR**

UNWR could provide an alternative method from that of Howell (2013) for identifying children with fluency difficulty. Separating children into those with WFD who are otherwise fluent and those with fluency difficulty raises interesting possibilities for interventions. Group-based procedures could be developed for tackling WFD whereas SLTs could continue with the individually-tailored interventions they currently give to children with fluency difficulties. The present results imply that interventions that tackle WFD should have an impact on WWR (i.e. they should reduce as the child learns more vocabulary) even though speech was not treated directly.

**Limitations and Future Work**

There are several ways in which UNWR could be improved. First, there are issues regarding test difficulty. CNRep was easier than UNWR and this could lead to ceiling effects. Conversely, UNWR could lead to floor effects. The balance that was struck was that performance on the two-syllable set in UNWR should not be at floor across all the 4-5 year old children, but should be more difficult than CNRep. The advantage of UNWR being harder than CNRep is that it should be possible to test children out to older ages. At present, no adjustment for level of difficulty is anticipated, but results continue to be scrutinized for floor effects. Second, a scoring scheme was adopted where each repetition attempt was scored as correct or incorrect. Although such schemes yield larger effect sizes (Estes, Evans, & Else-Quest, 2007), future revisions of the test could use a phoneme-by-phoneme scoring method and obtain the percentage of phonemes correctly repeated per non-word. Finally, the UNWR test should be norm-referenced using both clinical and typical populations to enhance its screening utility.

It could also be argued that %SS and %WWR are likely to be low in fluent children, and the limited range of scores could restrict their usefulness in regression analyses. However, this does not arise since Mirawdeli and Howell (2016) reported individual case classification of 879 children using this procedure, the majority of whom were fluent, and found good correspondence with teachers’ judgments about the children.

Material was delivered using English vowels and stress patterns. This seems appropriate in the UK setting but a speaker of the native language or dialect should be used in other speech communities. A test is planned to see whether delivering UNWR in different native languages affects performance since the prosodic complexity of non-words has been shown to influence repetition accuracy, independent of the string complexity (Harris, Gallon & van der Lely, 2007).
UNWR does not apply to every language spoken. Specific languages not covered are those with contrastive tone or with syllabic structure that is radically different from that of the languages in the present study. Separate tests for these groups may need to be developed but this would not be entirely satisfactory as comparison across language tests would not be possible. A database is being built up of children who speak languages outside those in the UNWR set. Their performance on UNWR will be examined to see whether or not non-included languages show patterns like those seen in included languages.

The CwEAL varied in their language balance. Although NWR tests have some immunity from language experience (Ellis Weissmer et al., 2000), any potential influences need to be checked. Future work could also take a conventional measure of WFD and compare this with %WWR results.

Non-word material was constructed using phonotactic properties that are shared across the languages that were targeted for testing. This raises the question of what phonological material might have been prepared that is not shared across all the languages (or only shared by some languages). By leaving this material out, the test may be less valid for those languages that allow longer consonant strings than for those that only have the strings included in UNWR. On the other hand, the UNWR approach to stimulus construction appears valid since “universal” phonotactics identify common underlying articulatory processes (Kawasaki-Fukumori, 1992).

**Conclusions**

Approximately 7% of UK children experience fluency difficulties (Bercow Report, 2008). Fluency difficulties limit an individual’s psychosocial development and employment opportunities if not resolved early (Craig, Blumgart & Tran, 2009). A speech-based screen at school entry is desirable so as to minimize the delay between symptom onset and clinic referral if required (Howell, 2013). The major challenge is how to identify fluency difficulties in CwEAL; the problem is that CwEAL can have WFD in English that lead to symptoms like WWR that can be misinterpreted as signs of fluency difficulty. This study addressed these issues and showed that: 1) %SS is appropriate to identify a range of fluency difficulties because it predicted UNWR scores; 2) %WWR did not predict UNWR; 3) both symptom and UNWR scores can be used to identify fluency difficulty in samples with diverse languages. The UNWR test could potentially be used as part of a screening procedure to identify fluency difficulties in linguistically diverse populations at school entry.
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**Footnotes**

1 The 20 languages are English, Polish, Romanian, European Portuguese, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat-Bosnian, Czech, Dutch, French, German, Hungarian, Slovene, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Russian, Latvian, Ukrainian, Urdu-Hindi and Bengali. Children who spoke English, Urdu, Polish, Portuguese, or Romanian were represented in the sample in this report.

2 The CNRep transcriptions given by Gathercole et al. (1994) include North-of-England vowels that speakers of other varieties of English would pronounce differently. UNWR is explicitly designed to allow for such cross-dialect and cross-language differences in vowel quality.

3 We thank Dr. Emmanuel Keuleers for suggesting this filter.
Table 1. Orthographic and phonetic transcriptions of two-, three-, four-, and five syllable UNWR non-words. Two and three syllable non-words are given in the top section with orthographic forms to the left and phonetic forms to the right. Four and five syllable non-words are given in a similar way in the bottom section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two-syllable non-word</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Three-syllable non-word</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Universal’</td>
<td>‘fəw.fiat’</td>
<td>flifoflip</td>
<td>‘fli.fəw.flip’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frofrat</td>
<td>‘blim.piak’</td>
<td>laklemban</td>
<td>‘la:.klem.ba:n’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blimpruk</td>
<td>‘dzəm.piək’</td>
<td>bletondri</td>
<td>‘blɛ.ən.dɹi’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dromprok</td>
<td>‘blɔm.plɪn’</td>
<td>gokimap</td>
<td>‘ɡəw.kɪ.map’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blomplin</td>
<td>‘fɛ.kɪp’</td>
<td>flontrendrut</td>
<td>‘flon.tɹəndɹɪt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fekrip</td>
<td>‘ɡlam.blɛn’</td>
<td>grundrimpop</td>
<td>‘ɡɹʌn.ɹɪm.pɔp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glamblen</td>
<td>‘dɪm.blɪt’</td>
<td>prempilut</td>
<td>‘pɹɛm.pi.lʊt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimblit</td>
<td>‘bɹə.ɹæj’</td>
<td>gimbompop</td>
<td>‘ɡɪmb.ɹɔm.pɔp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brafre</td>
<td>‘flʌm.plɔn’</td>
<td>tridrumblap</td>
<td>‘ｔ.ɹɪdɹ.ɹʊm.blæp’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flamplon</td>
<td>‘bɹən.tɹɪk’</td>
<td>flotrambe</td>
<td>‘fləw.ɹɹən.bə’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four-syllable non-word</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Five-syllable non-word</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Universal’</td>
<td>mimblaplifla</td>
<td>‘Universal’</td>
<td>britragokoga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mm.bləː.ˈplɪ.fləː</td>
<td></td>
<td>bu.təː.ɡə.ˈkɔw.ɡəː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tetom bogret</td>
<td>te.ˈtəm.bo.ɡə.ət</td>
<td>suntorafepre</td>
<td>san.ta.ˈfaː.fo.ɡəː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kundrebrembam</td>
<td>kon.dɹə.ˈbɛm.bam</td>
<td>blegrenugrantra</td>
<td>blə.ɡə.ə.ˈguən.təː</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gideplasot</td>
<td>ɡɪ.ɹə.ˈpləː.sət</td>
<td>pugantumpoluk</td>
<td>po.ɡæn.ˈtəm.ɡə.ɫək</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruligloma</td>
<td>pru.ə.lə.ˈɡəw.mə</td>
<td>trablenduntimbla</td>
<td>ta.ɹə.ˈblən.ˈtəm.ɡə.ɫə.ˈbəːt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bofodoplup</td>
<td>bə.ɹə.ˈdəw.pə.ɹəp</td>
<td>plendetendumbat</td>
<td>plən.ɡə.ɹə.ˈdəm.ɡə.ɫə.ˈbəːt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rimbefripep</td>
<td>rim.ɹə.ˈfiː.ɹəp</td>
<td>sembumpiklempet</td>
<td>səm.ɡə.ɹə.ˈkəm.pə.ɹəp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glubumbipa</td>
<td>glu.ɹə.ˈbəm.ɹə.ˈpəː</td>
<td>klodrinigandin</td>
<td>klə.ɹə.ˈdən.ɹə.ˈɡæn.ɹə.ɹə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gliklolimpi</td>
<td>gli.kə.ˈlm.piː</td>
<td>kumbripomplibet</td>
<td>kəm.ɹə.ˈpəm.ɹə.ɹə.ɹə.ɹə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>godrampimbumb</td>
<td>ɡə.ɹə.ˈdəm.ɹə.ˈpəm.bəm</td>
<td>grədrantutripe</td>
<td>ɡə.ɹə.ˈdən.ɹə.ˈtə.ɹə.ɹə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The transcriptions in the ‘Universal’ columns have language-independent IPA phonetic values. The corresponding transcriptions in the ‘English’ columns follow the format of CUBE (Lindsey & Szigetvári, 2014), to reflect contemporary Southern British English.
Table 2. Summary of sources and statistics for the five target languages spoken by children in the report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon</th>
<th>Source of Lexicon</th>
<th>Token Size (million words)</th>
<th>Type Size (Pruned)</th>
<th>Source of Pronunciation</th>
<th>Source of Phonemic Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>SUBTLEX-PL (Mandera et al., 2014)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>987,911</td>
<td>Custom-built</td>
<td>Gussmann (2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Source of lexicon and size in terms of token and type (the latter after pruning as described in the text), pronunciation sources and phonemic conversion sources are listed in columns 2 to 6.

Table 3. Orthographic and phonetic transcriptions of two-, three-, four-, and five syllable CNRep non-words. Two and three syllable non-words are given in the top section with orthographic forms to the left and phonetic forms to the right. Four and five syllable non-words are given in a similar way in the bottom section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two-syllable non-word</th>
<th>Phonetic</th>
<th>Three-syllable non-word</th>
<th>Phonetic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ballop</td>
<td>ˈba.lap</td>
<td>Orthographic</td>
<td>phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bannow</td>
<td>ˈba.naw</td>
<td>bannifer</td>
<td>ˈba.nə.fə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diller</td>
<td>ˈdi.lə</td>
<td>brasterer</td>
<td>ˈbra.stə.rə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glistow</td>
<td>ˈglistəw</td>
<td>commerine</td>
<td>ˈkə.mər.in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hampent</td>
<td>ˈhampənt</td>
<td>doppelate</td>
<td>ˈdə.pə.lejt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennel</td>
<td>ˈpə.nəl</td>
<td>frescovent</td>
<td>ˈfrə.skə.vənt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prindley</td>
<td>ˈprindli</td>
<td>glistening</td>
<td>ˈglə.stə.nj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubid</td>
<td>ˈrubid</td>
<td>skiticult</td>
<td>ˈski.tə.kalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sladding</td>
<td>ˈsla.dŋ</td>
<td>thickery</td>
<td>ˈθi.kə.nj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tafflestone</td>
<td>ˈta.fla.st</td>
<td>trumpetine</td>
<td>ˈtra.mə.pə.tjni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four-syllable non-word</th>
<th>Five-syllable non-word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthographic</td>
<td>Phonetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blonterstaping</td>
<td>ˈblɒn.tə.ˈstɛʃ.piŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commeecitate</td>
<td>ˈkɒ.ˈmiŋ.ˈsi.ˈtɛtʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contramponist</td>
<td>ˈkɒn.ˈtɛm.ˈpɒ.ˈnɪst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empliforvent</td>
<td>ˈɛm.ˈplɪ.ˈfoː.ˈvɒnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fenneriser</td>
<td>ˈfɛ.nə.ˈətʃ.ˈzə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lddenapish</td>
<td>ˈloʊ.ˈdə.ˈnɛj.ˈpiʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perririfull</td>
<td>ˈpeɪ.ˈnɪ.ˈfəl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perplisteronk</td>
<td>ˈpɜ.ˈplɪ.ˈstə.ˈræŋk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stopograttic</td>
<td>ˈstə.ˈpə.ˈɡə.ˈtɪk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woogalamic</td>
<td>ˈwʊ.ˈɡæ.ˈlæ.ˈmɪk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* The transcriptions in the ‘Orthographic’ columns are those given for these materials by Gathercole, Willis, Baddeley and Emslie (1994). The corresponding transcriptions in the ‘Phonetic’ columns follow the format of CUBE (Lindsey & Szigetvári, 2014), to reflect contemporary Southern British English (stresses in these columns correspond to those given by Gathercole et al., 1994).
Table 4. *Optimal Hurdle Model – Neighborhood Estimates with Phoneme Edit Distance.*

| Fixed effects                        | Estimate | SE       | Z      | p (>|z|)       |
|--------------------------------------|----------|----------|--------|---------------|
| (Intercept)                          | -5.1941  | 60.4219  | -0.0860| 0.9310        |
| Repetition Set [UNWR vs. CNRep (base)] | -5.5401  | 0.5533   | -10.0120| 2 x 10^{-16}*** |
| Syllable Size [3 vs. 2 (base)]       | -2.7292  | 0.4174   | -6.5380| 6.22 x 10^{-11}*** |
| Syllable Size [4 vs. {2, 3} (base)]  | -2.9790  | 0.5210   | -5.7170| 1.08 x 10^{-8}*** |
| Syllable Size [5 vs. {2, 3, 4} (base)] | -7.2979  | 120.8404 | -0.0600| 0.9520        |
| Vowel Reduction [Reduced vs. Full (base)] | 3.1787   | 0.4503   | 7.0600 | 1.67 x 10^{-12}*** |
| Log(theta)                           | -1.2469  | 0.3106   | -4.0150| 5.95 x 10^{-5}*** |

*Notes.* ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, +p < 0.1
### Model 1: Prediction of UNWR score using %SS and language group.

| Fixed effects                  | Estimate  | SE       | t       | p (>|t|)   |
|--------------------------------|-----------|----------|---------|-----------|
| (Intercept)                    | 1.7130 x 10^{-16} | 0.0983   | 0.000   | 1.000     |
| %SS                            | -0.0288   | 0.9877   | -2.916  | 0.0044**  |

**Note.*** **p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, + p < 0.1

### Model 2: Prediction of UNWR score using %WWR and language group.

| Fixed effects                  | Estimate  | SE       | t       | p (>|t|)   |
|--------------------------------|-----------|----------|---------|-----------|
| (Intercept)                    | 2.0400 | 0.1021   | 0       | 1.000     |

**Note.*** **p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, + p < 0.1

### Notes

Table 5. Statistics for the four multiple regression models fitted to the data. Models 1 and 2 predicted UNWR scores and models 3 and 4 predicted CNRep scores. The first model in each pair used %SS and the second used %WWR as predictors. Language group was included in all models.
Fixed effects | Estimate | SE  | t   | p (>|t|) |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
(Intercept) | $3.399 \times 10^{-17}$ | 0.1021 | 0 | 1.000 |

**Note.*** $p < 0.001$, ** $p < 0.01$, * $p < 0.05$, + $p < 0.1$

Model 5: Prediction of CNRep score using %SS with the English monolingual group.

| Fixed effects | Estimate | SE  | t   | p (>|t|) |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
(Intercept) | -0.00601 | 0.1205 | -0.05 | 0.9600 |

**Note.*** $p < 0.001$, ** $p < 0.01$, * $p < 0.05$, + $p < 0.1$
Figure 1: Neighbourhood Estimates with Phoneme Edit Distance – Repetition Set (2) × Vowel Reduction (2) × Lexicon (5) × Syllable Size (4)
Figure 2: Density Plot of Neighbour Counts with Phoneme Edit Distance